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INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEW INFORMATION LEARNED FROM POLYGRAPH PROCESS
1)

Polygraph process for this study means self report after PSI stage, baseline, or maintenance polygraphs.

2)

Source -- Identify where information was first learned with codes 0 thru last polygraph number.
Data collection staff suggest gathering and ordering or tagging in file all the polygraph information
chronologically as follows:
0 = Self Report Form
1 = Baseline Poly
2 thru X = The number of additional polygraphs after baseline (2=2nd poly, 3=3rd poly, etc.)
If new information was first learned in self report, code source = 0
If new information was first learned in fourth polygraph, code source=4, etc.

3)

History should include anything up to and including the offenders current offense.

4)

Information from file means anything we can define as file, e.g., PSIR and police report.
These documents may need to be identified by state.

5)

Use the form on the lefthand part of the page if either gender, age group or both are
known about victims. If age group only is known, record information in the gender
unknown columns. If Gender is known, but not age, record infromation on the bottom
row under age group marked unknown.

6)

If specific victims are unknown, or if paraphilias or behaviors are not targeted to specific victims, record
the information on the right hand side of the sheet.

7)

Relation1=Relative
Relation2=Other position of Trust
Relation3=Stranger
Code 0 if it does not apply, Code 1 for yes, Code 9 for dont know.
Each box for relation must be completed next to information known about victims.

8)

Repeat victim -- if victim was counted previously, but you learn about new behaviors. Use the repeat
column to note the behavior for the age and gender of the victim. Also use repeat victim when victim
crosses age groups because of victimization over a period of years. Enter the victim once in the age group
where victimization began, then, in repeat column, average categories of continued victimization.

HOW TO ADD INFORMATION LEARNED FROM THE POLYGRAPH
1)

First answer the questions that ask if new information was learned? About victims? About paraphilias or
behaviors? About both?

2)

If new victims are discovered: Record the victim information (gender, age, relation, and number) and the
paraphilias which apply EVEN IF THEY ARE THE SAME PARAPHILIAS AS DISCOVERED IN THE FILE
INFORMATION). We need to be able to match paraphilias to victim types by age and gender.

3)

If new paraphilias are discovered in the poly process on victims we knew about from the file, record the
paraphilias on the form and write in zeros (0) in the appropriate age/gender categories. In otherwords,
carry down the victims with zeros as placeholders so they are not counted twice, but so that new
behaviors can be matched to the victim.
If new frequency (more) under same paraphilias as known in history, treat as new paraphilias, bring down
zeros for victims, writing in paraphilia with new frequency.

4)

If both new victims and paraphilias are discovered, record information about both.
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POLYGRAPH CODE SHEET

RELATIONSHIP DEFININTIONS
RELATIVE= Mother, father, spouse, stepfather, stepmother, uncle, aunt, grandparent,
step relations, live in boyfriend, live in girlfriend
TRUST=
Other positions of trust: teacher, care giver, minister, boyfriend, girlfriend, date, friend,
therapist, police officer, etc.)
STRANGER= Stranger, aquaintance
TYPE OF PARAPHILIA/BEHAVIOR CODES
01 = Vaginal penetration (of any type)
02 = Attempted penetration/any orafice
03 = Anal penetration (of any type)
04 = Oral sex by victim or offender
05 = Urination
06 = Fondling, frottage
07 = Exhibitionism
08 = Voyeurism
09 = Ritualistic behavior, bestiality, bondage
10 = Excessive aggression, sadism, weapon, spanking
11 = Assaultive behavior inlcuding domestic violence in association with sexually deviant behavior
12 = Murder in association with sexually deviant behavior
13 = Stalking
14 = Alcohol/drugs to victim w/o consent
15 = Offender under influence of alcohol/drugs during act
16 = Offender abuses alcohol/drugs during general time periods when offenses occur
17 = More than one unwilling participant in incident
18 = Pornography - adult/child/sale-distribution/non-porn as porn
19 = Use of obsecent internet/obscene phone calls
20 = Masturbating to deviant fantasy/theft of undergarments
21 = Excessive/increased masturbation
22 = Specific preparation (e.g., driving around with paraphenalia to use on victims, wearing t-shirts/clothing
to attract children, etc.)
FREQUENCY CODES
01 = Once a day or more to once a week
02 = Less than once a week to once a month
03 = Less than once a month to six times per year
04 = 1 time per year to 5 times per year
05 = Less than once a year to once in life
11 = Hardly ever/a little/once in a while
12 = Some/sometimes
13 = A fair amount/alot/many/often/hundreds
15
16
17
18
19

=
=
=
=
=

Happened over a period of days
Happened over a period of weeks
Happened over a period of months
Happened over a period of years
Multiple times during the same offense

GENDER
1 = Male
2 = Female
3 = Both
SOURCE
11 = File
00 = Self report (post PSI)
01 = Baseline
02+ = Polygraph #

(52-360 x times per year or more)
(12 to 51 times per year)
(6 to 11 times per year)
(1 to 6 times per year)
(<1 time per year to 1 time in life)

